AGENDA

Chairman: Dave Keeling

Staff: Marc Freedman

- Scott Mugno withdrawal from consideration for to be OSHA Assistant Secretary

- Guest Speaker: Occupational Safety and Health Review Commissioner/Acting Chairman James Sullivan

- OSHA Injury/Illness reporting regulation with anti-retaliation supplemental--update
  - Final rule to revise reporting requirements, January 25, 2019
    - Addressed 2/3 of problems—left 300A annual summaries in place
    - Explicitly shut out comments on anti-retaliation provision
  - Revival of lawsuit focusing on anti-retaliation provision

- Hearing on H.R. 1309, the Workplace Violence Prevention for Health Care and Social Service Workers Act
  - Would mandate interim final standard with specific provisions
  - Bryne interest in compromise

- Lock Out Tag Out RFI
  - LOTO removed from SIP package